
 

 1. What are some of the jobs of the di�erent people in her neighborhood?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who are Anita’s best friends?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Describe Anita's neighborhood. 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What is Juan like? What sport do he like? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Why does Anita like to go to Rosita's house? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What is the Lopez family like? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What sport does Miguel practice? What team does he belong to? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What activity does Mrs. Teresa enjoy the most? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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1.  It is a fat and sleepy cat.  ANITA 

2.  That's what Juan's dog is called.  TERESA 

3.  She works as a cashier at the bank.  TOBY 

4.  He is from a Mexican family and loves animals.  PABLO 

5.  She has a dog named Patches.  MARTHA 

6.  He is an older man who lives alone.  JUAN 

7.  He has a mechanic workshop in the center of the city.  LOLO 

8.  She is a grumpy old woman. ROSITA 

9.  His passion is to play football. SOFIA 

10. She is Miguel's little sister. ANTONIO 

Name _______________________________     Date ________________________ 
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Connect the sentence to the character. 

 



 

1. Anita's neighborhood is ______________. 

 a. cheerful and loud 

 b. helpful and messy 

 c. organized and hardworking 

 d. friendly and calm 

2. Anita's brothers are twins, that means that ______________. 

 a. they are younger than her 

 b. they are kept together 

 c. they were born the same day 

 d. they attend first grade 

3. Juan's mother sometimes works overtime because ______________. 

 a. she is a nurse in the hospital 

 b. she needs it to be able to live well 

 c. she is very hard-working and organized 

 d. Juan likes to play soccer 

4. Don Pablo anxiously awaits the weekends because ______________. 

 a. he goes for a walk with Mrs. Teresa 

 b. he goes to the supermarket 

 c. his children and grandchildren visit him 

 d. he is a very old man 
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Circle the correct answer to complete the sentence. 

 



 

5. When the Lopez family is said to be “aware of everything,” it means that 

____. 

 a. they are informed about everything that happens in the neighborhood 

 b. they are a large family 

 c. they are serious and hardworking 

 d. they came from a country in South America 

6. Miguel's little sister laughs happily when ______________. 

 a. Anita visits after leaving school 

 b. she falls down because she is learning to walk 

 c. her brother is back home from the school basketball team 

 d. her parents tell anecdotes about hotel guests 

7. Mrs. Teresa's daughter ______________. 

 a. lives with her 

 b. takes care of the roses 

 c. has a cat 

 d. is not known by anyone in the neighborhood 

8. Being a housewife, like Rosita's mother means that ______________. 

 a. she is dedicated to taking care of her home and family 

 b. it makes delicious butter cookies 

 c. she has children 

 d. she owns a house 
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Circle the correct answer to complete the sentence. 


